
Innovative Transportation Efforts in the CHNA 15 Region 
 

The Issue 

We live in an aging society.  The Center for Disease Control estimates that by 2030, roughly 20% of the US population will 

be 65 years of age or older.  In Massachusetts, we’re slightly older than the rest of country (14% are 65 or older in MA 

versus 13% in U.S).1  

 

Community needs assessments have identified isolation as an issue for 

older adults in the CHNA 15 region2.  Although there are most likely 

many reasons why elders become isolated, lack of transportation has 

been identified as a significant issue.  Driving becomes more difficult for 

many older adults; the multi-tasking involved in driving becomes more 

challenging, as are the physical demands of driving (think of looking over 

your shoulder to check for cars as you back up).  Subsequently, older 

adults are less likely to drive.  Adding to the isolation, most communities 

in the CHNA 15 region were designed cars and not for pedestrians.  

Innovative strategies, like those described below, will help everyone, 

especially older adults stay connected. 

 

The Innovation 
Crosstown Connect:   This is the story of Crosstown Connect - a transportation management system serving Acton, 

Boxborough, Concord, Littleton, Maynard, Stow and Westford - in 3 steps. 

Step 1 - Planting a Seed: CHNA 15 member, Doug Halley (Health Director, Town 

of Acton & Transportation Coordinator, Crosstown Connect) knew that public 

health and access to transportation were intrinsically linked.  With seed funding 

from a 2011 CHNA minigrant, Doug set out to improve transportation options 

for Acton and neighboring communities.   

Step 2 - Subsequently, several transportation advocates coalesced into a 

working group with the assistance of the Massachusetts Institute for 

Transportation Coordination and Work Without Limits. Through a series of meetings the group identified the Governor’s 

Community Innovation Challenge (CIC) Grant, promoting regional cooperation, as a funding opportunity to move the 

project forward. This collaborative effort led to a CIC grant award of $182,000, allowing the group to put their planning 

into action.  

Step 3 - Reaping the Fruit: This work resulted in Crosstown Connect, a Transportation Management Association (a 

partnership between businesses and communities).  The Transportation Management Association addresses traditional 

commuting, suburb-to-suburb commuting, reverse commuting, and daily needs trips.  Crosstown Connect works to 

decrease traffic congestion, facilitate economic development, develop transportation infrastructure, improve air quality 

by reducing mobile source emissions, and be a conduit between businesses and communities to comply with zoning 

ordinances.   Since receiving the initial seed funding from CHNA 15, Crosstown Connect has gotten an addition $400,000 

grants. Crosstown Connect, contact:  Doug Halley at dhalley@acton-ma.gov. 

                                                           
1 Highlights from the Massachusetts Healthy Aging Data Report, Community Profiles 2014 – Commissioned by Tufts Health Plan foundation.  
http://mahealthyagingcollaborative.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/MA_Healthy_Aging_Highlights_Report1.pdf  
accessed Dec. 1, 2014 
2 CHNA 15 Community Health Assessment 2011 http://www.chna15.org/drupal7/sites/default/files/CHNA15%20Assessment%20Report.pdf 

Crosstown Connect Communities in CHNA 15 

Region 

http://mahealthyagingcollaborative.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/MA_Healthy_Aging_Highlights_Report1.pdf


Healthy Bedford:   Bedford received CHNA mini-grants which supported Safe Routes to School and then Healthy 

Bedford.  Bedford also received CHNA Planning and Implementation Grants and found through community outreach and 

engagement that lack of public transportation options, sidewalks, and connectivity were among the biggest issues 

impacting quality of life in the community.  They are developing a town-wide Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plan through 

Community Preservation funds, and have researched and identified local transportation options which have currently 

been endorsed by Bedford Selectmen and are being considered by Town Leadership.  In addition, through the Safe Routes 

to School partnership, Bedford applied for and has been awarded an infrastructure grant through Mass DOT to further 

connectivity in the town.  Healthy Bedford contact:   Healthy Bedford Coordinator Carla Olson at colson@bedfordma.gov 

or 781-275-7727. 

Healthy Concord: Concord received a CHNA Planning Grant and identified the lack of transportation, and the need for 

safer streets for bicyclists, pedestrians and cars through their needs assessment.  The coalition completed modification of 

the driver’s education curriculum, which focused on the rules of the road as they pertain to bicyclists.  They modified the 

Parents’ curriculum for Driver’s Education classes as well and will share the rules so that drivers are better informed about 

road safety.   Driver’s rules pertaining to bicyclists were the focus of coalition outreach as well.  The messages targeted to 

bicyclists stressed their need to follow the rules too, and to consider themselves "ambassadors" of the cycling community 

who can help advocate for infrastructure improvements that support safer bicycling. The community also organized a 

forum on a Shared Vision for Healthy Roads Concord, and received assistance from Mark Fenton, a public health planning 

and transportation consultant  who presented “Creating Healthy Communities with Designs that Stick” to the CHNA 

membership.  As a result of the Mark Fenton presentation there have been changes proposed to the zoning bylaws to 

support complete streets, and the Department of Public Works has implemented some changes that promote safer 

bicycling and driving.  Healthy Concord, contact:  Susan Rask, srask@concordma.gov 

Middlesex 3 Coalition (Bedford, Billerica, Burlington, Chelmsford, Lexington, Lowell, Tewksbury, Tyngsborough, 

Westford).  Middlesex 3 Coalition is a regional partnership of 9 Middlesex county communities with support from 

Executive Office of Housing and Economic Development; communities share a common goal of fostering economic 

development, job growth and retention, diversification of the tax base and enhancement of quality of life.  The coalition 

was started by city managers who wanted to collaborate on tackling challenges collaboratively.  Recently, Middlesex 3 

Coalition members recently formed a Transportation Subcommittee in an effort to collaborate and strategize methods of 

tackling transportation issues that affect our region.  The subcommittee will plan to hold monthly meetings at various 

locations. Members include stakeholders in local government, business, finance, education and development who have 

combined resources to promote the competitive advantages of the region and advance the economic vitality of the 

corridor.  Middlesex 3 Coalition, contact:  Stephanie Cronin at info@middlesex3.com  or (978) 808-5281. 

Apply for CHNA 15 grants to address transportation in your community: 

 Mini Grant (up to $6000) 

 Professional Development Grant (max. $300 individual scholarship, $1,000 agency staff or community training).  

 Capacity Building Grant (up to $2,000) 

 Collaborative Grant (up to $10,000) 

 CHNA 15 Planning Grant 

 And more!   

Contact Randi Epstein, CHNA 15 Coordinator  chna15coordinator@gmail.com 

Other Resources (not comprehensive; see your town website for local resources) 

 MassDoT’s Registry of Motor Vehicles - Mature Drivers massrmv.com/rmv/seniors/index.htm  

 Pioneer Valley Planning Commission Healthy Community Design Toolkit (2014) pvpc.org/projects/healthy-

community-design-toolkit-leveraging-positive-change  
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